Comments to the Author:

1) there are many uses of MCS and many of MSC throughout the paper - please ensure consistency.

We are deeply sorry for the inconsistent abbreviation. Correct abbreviation is MCS and we changed MSC to MCS.

2) the description of S waves and P waves still does not explain what they are to a broad audience. Please describe what is meant assuming a reader has no technical knowledge of earthquakes.

We deleted the P and S wave information and give an information which does not require a knowledge of earthquakes. Instead of giving our idea about the correlation between the creation time of the topics and the arrival of the seismic waves, now, we are providing a more precise information about the time gap between earthquake origin and topic creation time. We had, and still have, an opinion of a correlation between these two times. However, we cannot prove it due to the lack of seconds in the times provided by the website.

3) line 49 - 'can be change' -> 'can be different'

Done.